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Introduction
This manual describes how to import a configuration in an existing Bosch VMS installation,
how to replace a VRM server and how to replace encoders in a Bosch VMS system. It contains
additional technical information which is not required in normal operation environment.

System overview
If you plan to install and configure Bosch VMS, participate in a system training on Bosch VMS.
Refer to the Release Notes of the current Bosch VMS version for supported versions of
firmware and hardware and other important information.
See data sheets on Bosch workstations and servers for information on computers where
Bosch VMS can be installed.
The Bosch VMS software modules can optionally be installed on one PC.

Important components
– Management Server (selectable in Setup): Stream management, alarm management,

priority management, Management logbook, user management, device state management.
Additional Enterprise System license: Managing Enterprise User Groups and Enterprise
Accounts.

– Configuration Wizard: Easy and fast setup of a recording system.
– Configuration Client (selectable in Setup): System configuration and administration for

Operator Client.
– Operator Client (selectable in Setup): Live monitoring, storage retrieval and playback,

alarm and accessing multiple Management Server computers simultaneously.
– Video Recording Manager (selectable in Setup): Distributing storage capacities on iSCSI

devices to the encoders, while handling load balancing between multiple iSCSI devices.
Streaming playback video and audio data from iSCSI to Operator Clients.

– Mobile Video Service (selectable in Setup): Provides a transcoding service that
transcodes the live and recorded video stream from a camera configured in Bosch VMS to
the available network bandwidth. This service enables video clients like an iPhone or a
Web client to receive transcoded streams, for example for unreliable network
connections with limited bandwidth. Not supported on Windows XP.

– Web Client: You can access live and playback videos via Web browser.
– Mobile App: You can use the Mobile App on iPhone or iPad to access live and playback

video.
– Bosch Video Streaming Gateway (selectable in Setup): Provides the integration of 3rd

party cameras and NVR-like recording, e.g. in low-bandwidth networks.
– Cameo SDK (selectable in Setup): The Cameo SDK is used to embed Bosch VMS live and

playback Image panes to your external third-party application. The Image panes follow the
Bosch VMS based user permissions.
The Cameo SDK provides a subset of the Bosch VMS Operator Client functionalities that
enables you to create applications similar to the Operator Client.

– Client Enterprise SDK: The Client Enterprise SDK is meant to control and monitor the
behaviour of Operator Client of an Enterprise System by external applications. The SDK
allows to browse devices that are accessible by the running, connected Operator Client
and to control some UI functionalities.
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– Client SDK / Server SDK: The Server SDK is used to control and monitor the Management
Server by scripts and external applications. You can use those interfaces with a valid
administrator account.
The Client SDK is used to control and monitor the Operator Client by external
applications and scripts (part of the related server configuration).

 

Hardware requirements
See the data sheet for Bosch VMS. Data sheets for platform PCs are also available.

Software requirements
See the data sheet for Bosch VMS.
Bosch VMS must not be installed on a computer where you want to install Bosch VMS Archive
Player.

License requirements
See the data sheet for Bosch VMS for the available licenses.

Supported system structures
An operator or installer can be responsible for the following system structures:
– Single server system
– Multi server system (Enterprise System)
– Multi system environment

System with access point for logon

Single server system,
System access point: Management Server

Enterprise System,
System access point: Enterprise Management Server

2.1
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1 Multi system environment 4 System access point:
Server on which logon request of an
operator or installer is processed.

2 Single server system 5 Management Server

3 Multi server system 6 Enterprise Management Server

Use cases for multi system access
Two Bosch VMS features valid for multi system environments are available:
– Enterprise System
– Server Lookup
An operator might want to access a multi system environment for the following reasons:
– Configure multiple systems (Server Lookup)
– Maintenance and monitoring of multiple systems (Server Lookup)
– Alert (SMS, Email 3rd party) driven on-demand monitoring of multiple systems (Server

Lookup)
– Simultaneous connection to multiple servers for seamless operation of one distributed

system (Enterprise System)

Related Topics
– Enterprise System
– Server Lookup

Importing the configuration (Elements.bvms)

 
Caution!

This section is only valid for Bosch VMS V.2.2 or earlier.

The entire system configuration including the complete history of system changes is stored in
one file:
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C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Bosch\VMS on the Central Server
\Elements.bvms.
You can only access (copy, delete) when the Bosch VMS Central Server service is stopped.
A standard tool to export the current configuration is available in the Configuration Client.
To export the configuration at runtime:
1. On the System menu, click Activation Manager.
2. In the Activation Manager dialog box, click Export.

Enter a filename.
This exported configuration does not keep the system’s history. No rollback is possible.
To import the exported configuration the following steps are required:
1. Stop the service Bosch VMS Central Server on the Central Server.
2. Rename the backup file to Elements.bvms.
3. Replace the existing Elements.bvms.
To reset the system to an empty configuration, stop the service and delete the Elements.bvms.
Further configuration files:
– Elements.bvms.bak (from V.2.2 on): Backup file before the last activation incl. history
– Elements_Backup******.bvms: Configuration from an older version. Will be created after a

software update.

VRM Server Configuration
The VRM Server’s configuration is stored in a single file config.xml located in the following
directory:
C:\Program Files\Bosch\Video Recording Manager\VRM Server
The file can be copied and backed up while the VRM service is up and running.
The file is encrypted and contains all VRM relevant data such as:
– User data
– All system devices and their VRM relevant setting
The basic VRM Configuration is stored within the Bosch VMS Configuration:
Exceptions:
– Backup Server Settings
– Block Assignment for 2nd target
– Log Settings
– SNMP Settings
You can configure these values with Bosch VMS Configuration Client online but the values are
not restored automatically after replacing the VRM Server. A save and activate in the
Configuration Client updates or replacse the Config.xml on the VRM server.

Replacing the VRM Server from within Bosch VMS
Prerequisite is an installed OS with correct network settings and the correct version of the
Video Recording Manager from the Bosch VMS Installation DVD.
1. Start Bosch VMS Configuration Client.
2. In the Device Tree, select the VRM device.
3. Perform the following settings:

VRM Settings page > All settings (currently a backup server is not supported by BVMS)
Advanced page > Log settings
SNMP page > SNMP settings

4. Save and activate the configuration.

Replacing the VRM Server without Bosch VMS
Prerequisite is an installed OS with correct network settings and the correct version of the
Video Recording Manger (e.g. from the suitable Bosch VMS Installation DVD)
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You use the original backup config.xml from the VRM Server, containing all configuration
settings (no further settings are required).
1. Stop the Video Recording Manager service.
2. Copy the backed up config.xml on the new server.
3. Start the Video Recording Manager service.

Encoder configuration
Encoders and decoders configured in a Bosch VMS system are controlled by the Bosch VMS
Server and thus cannot be shared with other applications.
To ensure correct operation, all connected devices are periodically scanned and the settings
are changed if they do not match the Bosch VMS configuration.
The Bosch VMS Configuration Client offers configuration pages for all BVIP devices.
The scale of settings depends on the particular BVIP model (e. g. VIPX 1600 XFM4).
Bosch VMS keeps control of all BVIP settings required for a seamless integration into a
Bosch VMS system.
Settings controlled by Bosch VMS:
– Camera Name
– Timeserver Settings
– Recording Preferences (VRM mode)
– Recording Management (profiles, retention times, schedules)
– Definitions of Quality Presets
Stored in the Bosch VMS Configuration but not set or corrected are:
– Passwords
– IP Address
– Relay / Input Names
Steps to replace a BVIP device: Prerequisite is a factory default device (IP Address =
192.168.0.1).
– Disconnect the old device from the network.
– Do not delete the device from the Device Tree in the Bosch VMS Configuration Client!

When deleting the device from an NVR, recording is lost.
– Connect the new device of the same type to the network.
– In the Bosch VMS Configuration Client got to menu “Hardware” > “Initial Device Scan…”
– Enter the correct IP Address and Subnet. This must be equal to the replaced device.
– After a few seconds you can access the device setting in the Device Tree.
– Change all required device settings that are not controlled by Bosch VMS (refer to

information above).

Notes:
– The initial device scan will only find devices with default IP addresses (192.168.0.1) or

duplicate IP addresses.
– Do not use the VRM or NVR scan to scan defaulted devices since you will not be able to

change the IP address afterwards.
The periodic device scan offers several options to control its behavior:
– Check and fix frequently

– This option is disabled in current versions of Bosch Video Management System.
– Check, but do not fix

– This is the default-option. With the parameter “DeviceCheckerCycleTime” in the
application-configuration-file of the Management Server, one can specify the interval
between subsequent checks.

– Do neither check, nor fix
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– Periodic checks can be disabled by providing the value “0” to the parameter
“DeviceCheckerCycleTime” in the application-configuration-file of the Management
Server.

On several occasions during the device check, system events are generated to inform the user
about the output of the most recent check.
– SystemInfo events are generated, once the configuration of a device has been fixed

during a periodic check.
– SystemWarning events are generated, once a mismatching configuration has been

detected on a device for the first time. Subsequent checks do not raise this event until
the configuration has been corrected by an activation or a periodic fix.

– SytemError events are generated, once an error regarding configuration has been
detected during activation or periodic checks. Subsequent checks do not raise this event
until the configuration has been corrected by an activation or a periodic fix.

Event-generation can be turned on and off with the parameter “DeviceCheckerFiresEvents” in
the application-configuration-file of the Management Server. Valid values are “true” or “false”.
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